WAKFU: Make Our Nations Great Again!
Rebuilding a world submerged by a cataclysm: that is the ( political and ecological)
challenge for WAKFU players. This online adventure game launched in 2012 will undergo
its biggest update so far on Tuesday, December 11: the Nation Revamp.
Roubaix, December 10, 2018: The curtain rises on a far distant planet, the World of Twelve. An
unprecedented disaster has triggered a cataclysmic rise in water levels. Only a few islands remain…
And thus begins the Wakfu Era. The survivors have one goal: rebuild the world. Henceforth, the future
is in the players' hands.

One of the structuring elements of this MMORPG is that the world has been organized into four
nations, which players join based on their preferences. Elaborated over the years, these nations are
grouped around a capital, each with its own identity. Update 1.62, available Tuesday, December 11,
further reinforces the singularity of these nations. Graphic and musical ambiances overhauled in
depth, stronger characterization of places, zones entirely reworked – it is a new WAKFU for players.
Far from being a purely cosmetic revamp, this update is a true renovation designed to satisfy novice
and experienced players: grouping centers of interest in the hearts of tighter cities, better distribution
of dungeons (some of which have been overhauled), brand new quests, improvements to more than
600 items, allocation of specific monster families to each nation, etc.
According to the production team, the goal is in essence to "make character progression more fluid
and more agreeable, favor encounters and interactions among players, and encourage them to
explore or rediscover a maximum of game zones."
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